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7. THE ABSTRACT  
a. Introduction, Background, and 

Objectives  
There exists a one-to-one link between school segregation 
and school choice determinants. Segregation indices are a 
function of proportions in the population, which can be 
interpreted as the probability that a student chooses a certain 
school, given her background characteristics. 
As such, the objective of this paper is twofold. First, to 
estimate a discrete choice model for school choice and 
second, to decompose the segregation indices into 
determinant-specific contribution terms. As a result, the 
question to what extent school segregation is an immediate 
result of neighbourhood segregation can be answered.  

b.  Theoretical or Conceptual 
Framework (if applicable) 

The index decomposition exercise is based on the Shapley 
value and relates to the determinants of segregation. One can 
write segregation indices in terms of sensitivity to distance, 
school composition etc., analogous to the Shapley 
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decomposition in the inequality literature (Sastre & Trannoy 
2002, Shorrocks 2013). The decomposition exercise based on 
the Shapley value has been applied to occupational 
segregation (e.g. Alonso-Villar et al 2013), but not yet to 
school segregation. The decomposition requires 
counterfactual distributions of students across schools to be 
estimated. 

c. Research Methods, Samples or 
Data Sources 

We use two datasets on Flemish schools. The main dataset 
contains administrative data from the Flemish Department of 
Education, covering all students in the compulsory education 
system over a period of 12 years (2001-2002 until 2012-2013). 
Information on students’ socio-economic background 
(mother’s education, financial situation and home language) 
and home address are available too. A second administrative 
dataset is available in the context of centrally-administered 
registration platforms (CAR, Dutch: “Centrale 
aanmeldingsregisters”). This type of data is unique in Belgium 
and made available for the first time. It contains information on 
parental socio-economic background, home and work address 
and, most importantly, school preferences for the Ghent 
region. As such, pure preferences can be observed, instead of 
only the outcomes of the school choice process (as is the case 
with the main dataset from the Department of Education), 
where school capacity constraints and possibly discriminatory 
practices are mixed up with preferences. 

d. Method of Analysis Considering the main dataset, a conditional or mixed logit 
model will be used, resembling work by Borghans et al (2013) 
for Dutch schools. For the CAR-dataset, which contains 
ordered preferences, the discrete choice model will be 
adapted from a standard conditional/mixed logit to one that 
can handle ordered categorical data. Having obtained the 
counterfactual student distributions, one can attribute shares in 
conditional school segregation to determinants as school 
composition and distance to school, thereby effectively 
decomposing school segregation into neighbourhood 
segregation and other factors. 

e. Findings We find that distance to school is the most important 
determinant of school choice. We also find evidence for 
heterogeneity across groups, as high socio-economic (SES) 
individuals appear to be less sensitive to distance than their 
low-SES peers. Although neighbourhood segregation 
accounts for a large part of the patterns of school segregation 
we observe, we conclude that most of the recent increase in 
school segregation cannot be attributed to changes in 
neighbourhood segregation. 

f. Conclusions, Scholarly or 
Scientific Significance, and 
Implications 

It is important to understand where segregation originates 
from, in order to effectively moderate the phenomenon. The 
decomposition of school segregation indices is therefore a 
valuable exercise. In this contribution, we implemented one 
technique, namely a Shapley decomposition into the 
sensitivities for different school choice determinants. We 
conclude that a significant share of total segregation can be 
alleviated through school allocation mechanisms, although 
governments should remain cautious not to increase the level 
of neighbourhood segregation as a result. 
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